School of Informatics
Board of Examiners Membership 2016/17

Year 1 and Year 2 Undergraduate Taught (Non-Honours)

Programmes:
Artificial Intelligence (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Artificial Intelligence with Management (BEng Hons)
Cognitive Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science (BEng Hons)
Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Electronics (BEng Hons)
Computer Science and Management Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Physics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science with Management (BEng Hons)
Informatics (MInf)
Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Software Engineering with Management (BEng Hons)

JANUARY/AUGUST 2017 MEETING
Dr I Simpson (Convener)
Mr P Anderson (UG1 Year Organiser)
Dr R Sarkar (UG2 Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Prof I Gent (External Examiner)

UG1 Course Organisers
Dr J Bradfield
Dr M Cryan
Prof M Fourman
Dr K Heafield
Prof D Sannella

UG2 Course Organisers
Dr K Etessami
Dr B Grot
Dr P Jackson
Dr J Longley
Mr. A Lopez
Prof C Stirling

JUNE/AUGUST 2017 MEETING
Dr I Simpson (Convener)
Mr P Anderson (UG1 Year Organiser)
Dr R Sarkar (UG2 Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Prof I Gent (External Examiner)

UG1 Course Organisers
Dr T Hospedales
Dr C Lucas
Dr R Shillcock
Dr I Stark

UG2 Course Organisers
Dr M Herrmann
Dr K Kalorkoti
Dr P Series
Dr H Shimodaira

PROGRESSION BOARD MEMBERSHIP 2016/17
Dr I Simpson (Convener)
Mr P Anderson (UG1 Year Organiser)
Dr R Sarkar (UG2 Year Organiser)
Prof C Stirling (Student Progression Officer)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Dr J Bradfield (Senior Personal Tutor)
Prof I Gent (External Examiner)
Year 3 Undergraduate Taught

Programmes:
Artificial Intelligence (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Artificial Intelligence with Management (BEng Hons)
Cognitive Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science (BEng Hons)
Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Electronics (BEng Hons)
Computer Science and Management Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Physics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science with Management (BEng Hons)
Informatics (MInf)
Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Software Engineering with Management (BEng Hons)
Ordinary Sciences (Ord)

JANUARY SEMESTER 1-VUG 2016 MEETING
Prof C Stirling (Convener)
Dr C Dubach (Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Dr. A Donaldson (External Examiner)
Prof A Cohn (External Examiner)

UG3 Course Organisers:  
Prof M Fourman
Dr N Goddard
Prof P Stevens
Prof N Topham
Prof P Wadler

VUG Course Organisers:  
Dr M Arapinis
Dr J Cheney
Dr M Fallon
Dr J Fleuriot
Dr B Franke
Dr P Guagliardo
Dr K Heafield
Prof F Keller
Prof A Kiayias
Dr T Komura
Dr I Murray
Dr R Sarkar
Dr I Stark
Dr K Vaniea
Dr P Wallden
Prof B Webb

MAY 2017 MEETING
Prof C Stirling (Convener)
Dr C Dubach (Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Dr. A Donaldson (External Examiner)
Prof A Cohn (External Examiner)
Prof S Kalvala (External Examiner)

UG3 Course Organisers:  
M Arapinis
J Bradfield
J Cheney
M Fallon
J Fleuriot
S Gilmore
B Grot
P Guagliardo
F Keller
B Grot
M Lee

VUG Course Organisers:  
C Lucas
R Mayr
M O’Boyle
P Patras
A Rajan
M Rovatsos
A Smaill
B Webb

AUGUST 2017 MEETING
Prof C Stirling (Convener)
Dr C Dubach (Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Dr. A Donaldson (External Examiner)
Prof A Cohn (External Examiner)
Prof S Kalvala (External Examiner)

UG3 Course Organisers:  
B. Grot
N. Goddard
R. Mayr
V. Nagarajan
M. O’Boyle

AUGUST 2017 MEETING
Prof C Stirling (Convener)
Dr C Dubach (Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Dr. A Donaldson (External Examiner)
Prof A Cohn (External Examiner)
Prof S Kalvala (External Examiner)
Year 4 and Year 5 Undergraduate Taught

Programmes:
Artificial Intelligence (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Artificial Intelligence with Management (BEng Hons)
Cognitive Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science (BEng Hons)
Computer Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Electronics (BEng Hons)
Computer Science and Management Science (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Mathematics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science and Physics (BSc Hons)
Computer Science with Management (BEng Hons)
Informatics (MInf)
Software Engineering (BEng Hons)
Software Engineering with Management (BEng Hons)

MAY 2017 MEETING
I Murray (Convener)
M Cryan (UG4 Year Organiser)
M Marina (UG5 Year Organiser)
A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
A Donaldson (External examiner)
S Kalvala (External examiner)
A Cohn (External Examiner)

UG4 Course Organisers:
K Etessami
B Fisher
J Fleuriot
B Franke
P Guagliardo
K Heafield
K Kalorkoti
T Komura
H Leather
M Marina
M Mistry
H Pain
D Sannella
H Shimodaira
I Stark
K Vaniea
MSc Postgraduate Taught and Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) MSc by Research

Programmes:
- Advanced Design Informatics (MSc)
- Artificial Intelligence (MSc) (Full-time)
- Artificial Intelligence (MSc) (Part-time) - 2 Years
- Artificial Intelligence (MSc) (Part-time) - 3 Years
- Cognitive Science (MSc) (Full-time)
- Cognitive Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 2 Years
- Cognitive Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 3 Years
- Computer Science (MSc) (Full-time)
- Computer Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 2 Years
- Computer Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 3 Years
- Data Science (MSc) (Full-time)
- Data Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 2 Years
- Data Science (MSc) (Part-time) - 3 Years
- Design Informatics (MSc) (Full-time)
- Informatics (MSc) (Full-time)
- Informatics (MSc) (Part-time) - 2 Years
- Informatics (MSc) (Part-time) - 3 Years
- Pervasive Parallelism (MSc)(R)
- Robotics and Autonomous Systems (MSc)(R) (HWU Lead)
- Robotics and Autonomous Systems (MSc)(R) (UoE Lead)

MSc 2016-2017 BoE meetings
Prof F Keller (Convener)
Dr P Jackson (Year Organiser)
Dr A Smaill (Regulations Expert)
Prof A Burns (External Examiner)
Prof P Healey (External Examiner)
Prof M Niranjan (External Examiner)
Richard Mayr (MSc Project organiser)
Vijay Nagarajan (MSc Project organiser)

JANUARY 2017 meeting:
Course Organisers
Dr M Hennig
Dr M Herrmann
Prof H Thompson
Dr M Van Rossum

MAY & OCTOBER 2017 meeting
Course Organisers
P Anderson
S Anderson
D Aspinall
S Cohen
M Cryan
M Gutmann
M Hennig
C Heunen
R Hill
J Hillston
A Kiayias
R Ramamoorthy
S Renals
R Sarkar
P Series
A Smaill
A Storkey
H Thompson
S Viglas
S Vijayakumar
P Wadler
P Wallden
M van Rossum

Dr C Sutton (Deputy Director of Centre for Doctoral Training)
Dr M Cole (Deputy Director of Centre for Doctoral Training)
Dr M Herrmann (Deputy Director of Centre for Doctoral Training)